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Rape: An-Act
Of Violence

Part III
by Janice Pavlic

.[]"I
_.

NORDER

'FOR.

SOCIETY

.' to begin acknowledging
rape and its responsibility to
eliminate violence toward
'women, t e elements' which 'make rape a
part of our society must be broken
down,:examined, then coilfronted individually.
.
.
','
. As momentous .~ that 'may soUnd, it Is
indeed happening.. Rape was recognized as
a problem ten years ago. Since then
awarenesshas been on the increase through
many different channels.
Occurring over this same ten years,
however, violencetoward women, rape and
battering, has increased.
To fight against rape'and ~flttering it is
suggested that people must both learn and
be able to teach others about this form of
violence' and about its, destructive and
oppressive nature.,
It is .also suggested, however,. that we
maintain awareness. of "the attempts at
change now being made and that these
.1'

though it has been softening with growing
. awareness over ten years time,
One of the more or less obvious
purveyors of myths about violence toward
women is the media, which affects what we
know and think.
Cup-ently,<different
mediums are u!ldeI;JireJr.o.m.~;"rosSliatch,
of groups andflelds includin~ sociology,
psychology; arid anti-rape groups because
they are believed to be contributing to
violence against women.
In the February IS issue of Adweek,
"Women Against Pornography Gives Ads
a .Dressing' Down,"by Debbie Seaman,
reported on 'the group Women Against
Pornography" (WAG), which "has cited,
fivenational advertisers for campaigns that
'reduce women to sexual parts or
playthings . or depict them physically
vulnerable or in 'violent situations."
The companies that 'were criticized
market lordache Jeans, Calvin. Klein
apparel, ,Maidenform .Bras.. the. Jamaica
TouristBoard, and Texas Boot Company.

,

A birds~eye view oj las! Friday's peace rally. Photo by Brad Kurtz.
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Produce· Potatoes"
Not Plutonium
byCQlleen Bourhill
. W' "

have . stymied community involvement
HAVEJOINED together to
among individuals and organizations in
support world peace . .". for
Boise. The rally challenged the myth of
· ., '. ., .our friends, families, children,
both studenfand community apathy .
., ,
and future. After all, we don't
The crowd at the peace rallywas as
inherit the world from our ancestors.
diverse as its organizers.: Business suits .
Rather we borrow it from our children."
This statement by Jay Jester,. spokesman 'mingle~ with blue jeans while music played
for The Action Group, opened a peace rally
Friday on theStatehouse steps. Therally
·was prompted by the Idaho Senate's
..passage,of Senate Joint Memorial 104,
which urges .locatlon of a Replacement,
Production Reactor (RPR)
the Idaho
'National Engineering Laboratory . (lNEL)
nearIdahoFalls.J'heRPR
would produce
:""capons grade plutonium for nuclear.
weaponry.'
·In :opposition to the' memorial over .
,thirteen speakers gathered at the rally~
which. was sporisored. by .The 'Action
Group; a tem\'J9nujitd
hoc student
."coIrimitteeat BSU.'.The studentcominittee
· organiZed a:ccalition of differenfBois~.
org~iatipn's: .including: representatives '
from religious, socio-political,imd special
iriterestsroups:'
. '.' '.... .....' ..., .'
. Th¢AetiQnGroup fOnnedthe :oo81itionj
. , , .. ' , ' . , E'
,c

at

ill an,. effort.tobreakde>wD,barrie.rs.cthat
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BEER&PllZA NIGHT
AT THE' 'VILLA
BOISE AVE. OFF CAPITAl BLVD.

MONDAY4 -10 PM
$1.50 PITCHERS - COORS
AND COORS UGHT ON TAP
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SALAD
SANDWICHES

June

• DEER
• WINE

30th!

Hoff.BUild,lrig· .•.. 343-317-:i~iiil~::ui

• SODA
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MOIIday,·n..nday
3 ...

to Close
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REAGANOMIC BLUES'
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·Sturring the Senses wfth Orchestrated
Images mel Sxrds' - Oregoo, /V\agazne .
, 100 McUllain Visions in a magical mootage of
. .wilderness ad\mturesand·J1ature's
power' Places.
A
IIi.image, Sstereo conce-r,'.. flllX!.!ced and presented
,
by CARY 0 GRIMM,& KATY FLANAGAN
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March 31. 19827:30
pm
BSU SludentUnianBallraom
$3.50 genllral publj~
." .
. S250studentsdnd
ICl member~
Ticket.available
at the 8SU ticket office. the Idaho
• Conservation l";'gUe.the·Rec~r~
Exchange. and atlhe door.
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Idaho Politics:,
Abortion &
Bombs

News--Real
by Pacific
News Radio

by Kevin Swain

Student Aid Cuts
Could Cost Billions in
Lost Taxes
,The Reagan Administration's proposed
cuts in student financial aid could end up
costing the government hundreds of
billions of dollars in lost tax revenue. The
College Press Service estimates that this
year alone, the cuts will force 67,000 high
school seniors to drop plans for college,
and reduce their earning power by 30
percent, compared to whaUhey'd make if
they received college degrees. Over a '
'lifetime, says the C-P-S, those reduced
salaries will mean billions in lost
taxes-about $4300 in reduced revenue for
every dollar cut from student aid.
Barry White, the Reagan official who
oversees student aid programs, 'admits
administration budget-writers didn't
consider the long-term cost of the cuts. But,
even if the calculations about lost tax
revenue are correct, White says he's "not
sure that's a good reason" to restore
student aid money. Christopher Jencks, the
author of the study onthe earning power of
college graduates calls the proposed cuts
shortsighted. "The crucial point," says
Jencks, "is not the numbers, but the fact
that the government ignores the numbers."

Marlyss Fairchild, candidate jor ASBSU
President stresses a point.

Tracy Lefteroff, candidate for ASBSU
President contemplates a question.

Money ,Money, Money
by Colleen Bourhill

Esperanza Nee, Assistant Director of
Financial Aid, spoke at the ASBSU Senate
meeting Wednesday afternoon.
Nee told
the' senators that the Reagan Administration is considering proposals that could
drastically reduce the funds available for
financial aid. "Some of the proposals that
they are considering would have tremendous impact on financial aid as we have
seen it over the last ten years."
In academic year 1980-81, students at
BSU were awarded approximately
$1,600,000 in the form of Pell Grants. By
1983-84, this amount could be reduced to
$990,000. This is a decrease of 40 percent
of the monies available to needy students,
Nee said.
The campus-based programs would also
suffer if the proposalsareadopted.
The
_--'-'-,Jo._""""" ... +' .;,..--::"'-.fcr~4,;o,-~f~-"~"SEO~
'(Sf1P~lettrefttlll1rducatfoftlU opjfurEnvironmentalists are ge'ro-lhgnp for a'
tunity Grant) and SSIG (State Student
new battle over administration plans to
Incentive Grant) which together awarded
.resume dumping low-level wastes in the
about $190,000 for the current academic'
ocean. Within a few weeks, the
year, would be eliminated completely by
Environmental Protection Agency is
1983-84, Nee told the senate. The College
expected to announce a relaxation of the
Work Study program would be reduced by
tough standards that have barred ocean
28 percent, from $450,000 to $324,000.
dumping (or over a decade. The new rules,
Nee concluded by saying that if students
according to EPA officials, will
are dissatisfied with the proposals, they
incorporate a cost-benefit analysis that will
need to get in touch with members of the
weigh economic as,well as environmental
Idaho, Congress. "I intend to write .in my
factors. '
-:,;;..
,official
capacity in the university, but what
. <pJl':l',(lf~firs~~~l!ll"ies
of the
·.j:s~,does nofliilvetheatithenticity
that the
relaXcd'!'ules'could,bethe'O';S;Navy,
which
Ccjnsumers'of theSi progra~ would carry,
needs to dispose of dozens of obsolete
and that would be students." .. ,
,
nuclear submarines, and figures the
Also at Wednesday's meeting, the senate
cheapest way is to sink them in deep water.
voted to approve the resolution that will
Other plans callfordumping into the
increase full-time student fees by $5 to pay
Atlantic some 30,000 tons of contaminated
soil from a federal disposal site in.New"
for the operation of the SUB. At present,
students living in the residence halls and
Jersey. ,
BSU family housing are providing a
BOHome, scientists are concerned over
disproportionate amount of the funds used
wh~t fiilllpensiol~e nuclear waste once it's
to maintain the SUB. If passed by the State.
in theoC,ean.Ofthe47,000
barrels of waste
Hoard of Education, the fee increase will be
dumpe(i off San Fransisco from.l946 to
effective Fall 1982.
1970, only 200 can now be located.
University of California biologist Jackson
Davis says, "The ocean just isn't a good
place to put radioactive waste. If you put it
there, you can't get it back later if you find
there's a problem." Science Magazine,
March 5.

,Ocean Dumping of
'N uclear Waste'
to Resume ...'~ ".~,

:.',

In other business, ASBSU President
Tony Lund told senate members that the
State Board of Education has met and
passed a resolution to increase BSU parking
fees from $5 to $7.50 for unreserved
stickers and from $35 to $40 for reserved
parking. Two dollars will be subtracted
from the price if the vehicle has undergone
an auto emmissions test.
'
At Monday's caucus, Mary Lou Virgil,
spokesman for the Academic Standards
Committee, asked the senate to draft a
resolution on the subject of end-ofsemester evaluations.
ASBSU President Tony Lund brought up
the possibility of switching to the Perdue
System, a computerized system that would
allow for standardization of evaluations.
"We will have some mutual ground, so you
could '. compare how Vo-Tech is doing
compared to the' health sciences."
,
"Everyone will havethe same questions.
Right now each department has their own
questions. It makes it really difficult to see
how one person on one side of the
university is doing compared to other areas
of the university," Lund continued.
It was hoped that a switch to a new
system would give students more voice in
tenure and other matters of importance
regarding faculty. "The feeling that I get is
that faculty cmembers don't pay' any
attention to student evaluations,"
said'
Senator Greg Waller. "We see this as a tool
to maintain the high quality of education,"
added Senator Helen Holt.
Lund also presented the conclusions of a
study on parking conditions at BSU, The
study indicated that there are presently no
parking problems. "If you can find a spot
within two blocks of the campus, he says
that's not too far to walk," Lund said.
, The study also suggested that additional
visitor 'parking
was needed
to the

'Continued to page I I -
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Drug Companies 'Blame,d
for New Product }?elays
Delays in bringing new drugs to the
market are the fault of the phamiaceutical
industry, not the federal regulatory
process. So says a newly-released
Congressional study, which poo-poohs
industry claims that lengthyJederalreviews
.of new products discourage the
'
development of innovattve drugs. Drug
manufactures claim bureaucratic red tape
can waste most of the 17-year patent lives '
of their products. Not so, say the study,
which blames the delay on laziness by drug companies who fail to begin the'
. ,
government review process soon after
getting product patents . .The study could,
be a key factor in considering a billbefore
'\'Congr.essth,atw ..oul.d.¢,x
..tend, paten,tsb,.YU.,p.,
to sevcl1 years, New 'York Times, Febuary4 ,

. ..Universityojjicialsand students at Student Recognition Dinnerlast Wednesday: From
L to R:BSU,Presjdent John Keiser; BSUPresidimt's A ward: ASBSU Vice President;
ASl!Su' president Tony Lund; SUB'Director'sA ward: Jim A nn Carter-Beall, Graphic
ArtistJor the SUB; BSU DirecJdr,ojSt/.ldent Acti~ities Denny Freeburn; and ASBSU
President's ..A ..ward:'. Mary
Lou Virgil,
Director
oj
ASBSU Persoil1lel
Selection
Comnlittee.
.
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Last week the Idaho Senate passed two
bills dealing with abortion. The first would
require doctors to notify the parents of an
underaged,
unmarried
woman before
performing an abortion. '
Opponents ofthe bill charge it represents
government' intrusion into the doctorl
patient relationship, and violates a young
woman's right to abortion as a confidential
medical service.
"The bill is political in motivation," said
Susan Molrngren, Executive Director of
Planned Parenthood."
','It discriminates against young womcn;
why not notify the parents of the father?
This is a civil rights issue, not an abortion
issue."
The bill's sponsor, Sen, Leon Swenson,
said the purpose of the bill was to involve a
young woman's parents in an important
decision.
"The bill is an attempt, on my part, to
focus on the importance of the family unit.
We need to involve parents in such crucial
decisions if we're to have' a stable, sane
society."
The bill does not include any penalties
for doctors who fail to comply with the
law. "That will be left up to the conscience
of the individual. 1 have great trust in the
integrity of doctors," said Swenson.
The Senate also passed a bill which
would require doctors to give a woman
printed information on the risks of and
alternatives
to,
an abortion.
The
Department of Health and Welfare would
prepare pamphlets containing such information, which would have to be given to
the woman at least three hours before the
abortion was performed.
Senator Dane Watkins, sponsor of the
bill, said, "This won't' stop. people who
want an abortion' from having one."
Watkins said that patients are routinely
given information before undergoing other
kinds of operations, and his bill simply
treats
an abortion
like any other
operation.
"I view this bill as a. kind of sunshine
legislation which simply opens the process
up so people can make an informed
choice."
,
Watkins said the bill could lead to a
decline in the number
of abortions
performed. "Hopefully, people will know
the 'risks and alternatives,
and make
another choice."
'
Holmgren argued that the bill was an
intrusion of the right of a physician' to
practice medicine in the best .interest of a
client. She said that Watkins' bill, too, was
politically motivated 'and not needed.
, "The Idaho Code, already gives an
' adequate definition of informed choice,"
she said, ','This is just further harassment."
She said similar laws in other states had,
been declared unconstitutional.
Watkins said his bill was different in that
is contained a clause that allowed a doctor
to use his own judgment, and that he was
confident of its constitutionality.
Both bills are now being considered by
House committees.'
A crowd of about600 people assembled
on the steps of the statehouse Friday to
protest the spread of nuclear weapons in
general, and the Idaho Senate's passage of
Senate Joint Memorial 104 inparticular,
'
'SRM.I04
petitions' Congress, .. and
reqliests the Department
of Energy, to
build a replacement production reactor at
the Idaho National Engineering Laboratory. The reactor would produce plutonium
for advanced nuclear weaponry.
Senator William Floyd of Idaho Falls,
, sponsor of the legislation, said construction
'of .the reactor would have a" positive
economic impact on the area, and would be
in line with national policy. ,"Withthe
.Reagan
Adi'ninistration
dedicated
to
improving our national defense, it would be ,
in oui )ocal, and national best interest." '"
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Editorial: .
The B..l In Idaho
, Last February,. Governor Evans sent
letters to Idaho business leaders aanounc-:
ing· his meeting with ···the· president of
American'Rockwell,
Aircraft Operations,
to ."promote economic opportunities for .
the State,"
The letter :said that there would be ,II
Boise seminar, this Friday, March 19, with
Rockwell representatives to recruit Idaho
-businesses as subcontractors
for the
manufacture of B-1 bombers. Rockwell is
the prime contractor for the B-1 Bomber.
Evans' encouragement of Idaho's role in
the arms race is regretable, regardless of
Reagan's endorsement of the B-1 project
whose validity has been challenged by both
military and peace experts who oppose the
bomber ..
The National Campaign to Stop the B-1
'&mber reports that 19 members of the "
U.S. defense establishment,
"including
dark Clifford (former Secretary of the
Defense), and McGeorge Bundy (former
President for. National Security Affairs)
have publicly endorsed this statement:
"The tens of billions of dollars required to
build and operate the B-1 bomber are not
warranted by any contribution to our
security which.it might make."
Because the B-1 Bomber Project will
neither produce a militarily effective
airplane or create moral, life-affirming
jobs, there will be a silent vigil sponsored
by Peace & Jobs, which will take place at
the site of the seminar, the Holiday Inn en
1-84at the Vista Exchange from 8:30 am. to
12:30 pm, this Friday.
The vigil will be a statement to Evans
asking him to reconsider whether or not he
wants to encourage the arms race in Idaho
and to Idaho subcontractors, asking them
to consider the morality of participating in
the B-1 bomber project.
If you would like to join these Idahoans
that want to promote life-affirming jobs in
our state call, Peace & Jobs, at 344-9161.

Pail & Shovel?".

..

I believe the press and the people of Boise
State have been misinformed about who
won the primary election. Thanks to all
those 8,623 students .who remembered the
Pail and Shovel ticket during the primaries.
As most of you realize, less than one
thousand people voted for the opposing
candidates. Those opposing candidates
begged and pleaded for your vote by using
blatant propaganda in the fomi of posters
and speeches. The candidates of Pail and
, Shovel ran on the apathy ticket, (i.e., IIC>.
campaign posters, no speeches) and
won. Eight-thousand, six-hundred twenty-"
three students remembered Pail and Shovel
, during the primary but just didn't vote.
Now we're asking for. your, support once
again. The candidates of Pail and Shovel
merely asked the students to remember the
Pail and Shovel ticket-never did 'they ask
for your vote. Join me in not only
remembering Pail and Shovel, but east your
vote for the cast of clowns. Vote or write-in
Pail and Shovel.
Russell McNeamey
Pail and Shovel
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"Every gun that is made, every war;h;Ia~ed,
every rock~tfired signifies in t~e final sense a theft ~rom tho,sewh() hunger a~d
are not fed, those who are cold and are not clothed. This world in arms IS not spending money along. It ISspending the sweat .of Its
laborers, the genius of its scientists, and the hopes of its children. This is not a way of life at all, in any true sense. ynder.the cloud
of threatening war, it is 'humanity hanging from a cross of iron."
-President EIsenhower

over the books.
I, too, have been shocked by the tasteless
obscenities on posters about which a few
students have either seen or heard about.
You may be sure that my criticisms of
Tracy will, as always, be made in the open.
I too hope the perpetrators of these crude
posters are caught and, charged: My only,
hope is that this aIleged smear campaign
will not create a sympathy vote' for this
man.
I urge you to show you do care about
honesty and integrity in student government. Vote Wednesday and Thursday for
Fairchild and Gibler for ASBSU.,
Helen Holt
. ASBSU Senator

Forum

Th e Innocent Bys t an der

Media W.ar s
.

,By,- A.f.,t. hur ,·R o-p, p- e·:.,,···....;,·
_

The Gang

treasurers.
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"Incoming!"
The.downy-cheeked cub reporter and I hit the dirt just as an awesome package of press
releases burst only a scant few yards away. He lay there, his head buried in his arms, his
entire body quaking.
"I can't ... 1can't take it any more, sir," he sobbed.
!slapped his cheek hard. What else could I do? "Pull yourself together, kid," I said
gruffly. "Don't' you know there's a media war on?"
He struggled to his feet and dusted himself off. "Sorry, sir. It's just ... How long can they
keep up this bombardment?"
.
. "Who knows?" I said with a shrug. "Ours not to reason why ... "
"But they keep stepping it up," he said, his hands trembling as he tried to light a
cigarette. "Wasn't it enough to hit us with the deputy. CIA directo~ and thost:secret
Nicaraguan photos of 2S Soviet tanks, four lengthened airstrips for. MiG fighters if the
Nicaraguans had any MiG fighters and several 'Cuban-style' garrisons with garages,
barracks and, presumably, Cuban-style exercise areas?"
"Keep a stiff upper lip, kid."
"How can I when they threw in 70 Russian military advisers on top of the 6000 Cubans
General Haig had already unloaded on us? Think of it! Seventy Russians in Nicaragua I Is it
any wonder they captured Page One?"

Approximately once a week the ASBSU
Senate hears requests from different
organizations on campus for funding of'
various projects, and most of the time we
fund them in one way or 'another. What
makes me mad about the whole situation is
that these same groups are never heard
from at any other time during the year. At
times, the Senate meetings will be crowded
with people from the groups when we are
voting if we should fund a project or not,
but a week -later we do not know if the
, group even exists.
, Here is a prime example: in the past two
: weeks there have been two Candidate'
1 Forums held in the.Student Union Building
I on campus.
Both forums were organized
by people who felt that the students on'
campus should be able' to question the
I am flattered to have such a large group . •candidates and to hear their views, but how
many' people were there to .participate?
of concerned
students
named after
Very few. As a matter of fact, the first
me("The Helen Holt Gang"). The only
accurate statement I found in Mike Adkins' • forum was terminated before it even began,
there was a larger ' number of candidatesietter of March 10 stated "the average
.there than there were students 'interested in
student neither .cares or knows .. about
what was going on. The second forum was
student government .. ,i'Our goal last fall
a bit more successful, approximately 3S or
was to· help students to. become better
40 people were present at that one.
jnformed so they .would.know
about
Now I ask myself'; 'Where arc all those
student government. But it,appeared that
groups that are so interested in money?'
students so informed stiUdid I\otcarewho
Perhaps it was because the groups were not
budgeted their money or made decisions for
benefiting directly from these meetings~d
thein, except'for the 500 plus students who
'therefore the members felt that they were
signed the petitions calling for the issue to
just wasting. their time if they 'should
be pJit,to the students ina recall vote.
attend •. Maybe the Senate should do the
. Ihave remained concemedall
through
same thing (not attend thelr .. dget
tbeyear as I have sat in the student scnate
hearings),
and then see how much
month after month asking the . treasurer,
. participation we have on campus I . .
fracy Lefteroff, for the.detailed monthly
1would like to thank those peoplewho ;
reports the senate had been ~iving
from
past
Each time I have asked, • .- . did. orp.nlze both of the forums and 1
have been attacked loudly with "I. work, 'would like to say that I support your.
efforts.
.
hardCr than imy other tr~urer"
and with
Thank you.
...-1'1 fivcthc
senate:. what ~t wants,"
. . Terry Ratliff
aa:ompanicdbya
few noisy expletives, or
SenatOr, Arts &: Sciences· '
told to,come private!yto his offICe and pore
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I patted him reassuringly on the back. "Believe me, kid, 70 Russians is nothing. I
remember a couple of years ago when they socked us with an entire Russian combat brigade
in Cuba, 3000 strong. And we wiped them out to the last man."
.
"You did?"
.
"Nobody's seen a single one or them since."
"Golly, where did they g01"
"The same place those 4000 Cuban troops in' Angola only SOOO miles from our shores
went, kid. But those were tough fights. I remember how young Wilkenson cracked under the
thought of Florida going the way of Estonia and Latvia. He broke and ran under fire; And
now he's SOciety Chit-Chatcolumnist
at the Daffodil Dell Home for the Serene."
The kid squared his shoulders. "You think I'llmake the grade, sir?" he asked.
"Sure youwiU, kid,"ltoldhim,
crossing my fingers. "Ali you have to do .....
r
"Waitl" he cried, clutching my arm. "What's that out there?" '.
I peered into the glare of the televlsion lights. "Flacks," I said grimly. "Stand by to repel
human press agent wave assu1ts."
. .
-.. .
.
, . "Incomingl" he Shouted.
.
'. . . ' .
There was a ~hine· and.·an explosion. Another salvo 'flred by General Haig: The
Salvadoran guemllas were under the' 'cssential command and control" of the Nicaraguans,
who were the tools of the Cubans who were the despicable minions of the Russians.
"Oh, where will it all end?" cried the kid.
'. .
.'.
"Mediawar,"
I told him, shaking my bead, "isbell."
.

•••

.

.

. .

~e looked at me pleadingly. "OoYQuthink, sir," he asked, "that I've ~ll got tiine.t~
wnte a last letter home to Mom?"
,
'
"'.
"You're not giving up, kid?" .
'.
.
::What's the use of going on. sir? They've captured Page One."
T1)cy can'~bolditiong
with Central America, kid."
. .
•
'.
.
For the farst time. his eyeuhowcdhope.
"You mean therc's a chance wc can take page

ORc, ~r?"
~'No"'1

..,

said. "butsomeo~er

..

tW~bit cirislswill." .

..,

'.

'

'~.

tion are presenting a seminar on
Communication,
for Managers
March 17, 24, 31 and April? ;
The seminar will-be held' from
6:30 to 9:30 pm. in room lOi-A
A course in Canadian Soci81
or the BSUBusiness
Building.
Justice, to be conducted in
The cost is $95 per person plus $5
Vancouver,
British Columbia, !';;;:'-;B;;;S;;'U~p:::e~rsClo~n"':~-;el;--a"n-;d---'st""u-;d-en""t-sfor those who register for credit.
May 17-29, will be sponsored by who "care about air" will have an
For more information,
call,
the BSU Criminal Justice Admini-opportunity
to cut costs for their
Mary Smith, 385-1125.
stratton Department.
BSUparking
permits March
,

Social Justice

included.
,A$I00 deposiris duebyMarch"
31, a.. dfull'paymem.by ApriUS.
'Formore
information, contact
Dr. Roben March, 385-3243.
'

Parking'

Led by Dr. Robert March, BSU
associate professor of criminal
justice, the four-credit course Will
examine philosophical, historical
and contemporary, . Canadian
social issues.

'

15-19.
' .
Auto emissions testing will, be
conducted during the week at four
test. stations at the BSU Heavy
Duty Mechanical Building from 8
am.-2:20pm.
'
'
Owners of vehicles who "pass"
the emissions test will be awarded
a discount of $2 for their $7.50
general parking
permits
for
1982-83.

The class cost of $325 plus $130
credit fees or $150 for non-restdent students includes twelve
nights with breakfasts at' the
University of British Columbia, .
one lunch, one dinner and' one
social or sporting event, transporThe BSU School of Business
tat ion to Vancouver
is not
and Small Business Admlnistra-

Peace Corps
Peace Corps recruiters will be at
BSU April 5-7.
The recruiters will be available
to discuss the-P~aceCorps.
at
lnformationbootasin the Student
Union Lobby AprilS from noon-4
p.m, and April 6 from 9 am.-3
pm.
At '3:30 pm, April 6, a Peace
Corps film and seminar
is
scheduled inthe Student Union
Teton Room.
Persons who wish interviews

'-::C=-o-m-m-U-n-'-:-1·C-a~t-:-l·0--n-.--"-

with the recruiters may scheduled:
them through the BSU Office of "
Career. and Financial Services,
385~1747.

Musicians

About 300 Northwest music
educators together with Idaho
student all-state bands, choirs ..
orchestras and ensemble groups,
will convene at BSU March 18-20
for the Idaho Music Educators
Association convention.
. Highlighting the conference's
musical events will be two free
concerts.' The first; featuring six
BSU music ensembles, will .be
Thursday, March 18, at 7:30 pm,
in the BSU Student
Union
Building Ballroom.
The all-state
high' school
orchestra, choir and band will
combine for the second concert
Saturday, March 20, at 7:30 pm.
in-the Ca itol High School Gym.

Good friends stand up for you

"when you need diem.' .

;~
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, TV& APPLIANCE RENTAL

: T.V. Stereo
: V.C.R,
• Refr.

·

: Washer &. Dryer
• Microwave
• Dishwasher.
• by Day-Week-Month
: No Credit Check

. : No Deposit
• Free Delivery withlhis
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.HOW TO PAY
FOR

MEDICAL,
SCHOOL
Get yourself accepted by
an accredited Medical or
Osteopathic school.
Can Ray Bailey Collect in Boise
(208) 334-1493.

Make your appointment
to see if you qualify for a
Na~aICorn1nission .

"

I
Up to 76% off the cover price. You won't find lower student prices anywhere. ,Tosubscribe at these money• saving rates, use the Student Discount Coupon below. Or call1-800·£21~8200 (in lIIinois 800-972-8302)
and menton that you're responding to this special offei. MfE~~BuREAu
301 EAST OHIO ST.

74%
76%
67%
40cx.
370"
370"
"'TINrEr"~~i

,I
'I

.'jiJJlJBUf ·lUjJjjJUJ1.

"~,

74% OFF

The besl read; best selling,
best everything newsmagazine In the world.
Just39~ an issue (instead 01 the 77~ regular
subscription price or
$1.50 coverprlce),

·76% OFF

The lirst and only major
sports weekly - wnh
America~ best sportswrlling and pictures to match.
Just 35~ an issue (instead
olthe regular 6~ subscription price or $1.50
cover price).

. The most entertaining way
to keep up wllh everything
new and everybody interestlrig.J!JSI6~
an Issue.
. (Instead olthe 75~ regular
subscription price or $1.00
cover price).

Candid. fast-reading articles
on Industries. corporcnons,
government, consumer
trends. Business journalism
at Its liveliest. J uSI 81 ~
an issue (Instead of the .
$1.15 ree:ularSUbscrlPtiOn
rille or 2.50 cover price).

F79524

S79~17

179737

40% OFF

67% OFF

-

37%· OFF

,37%. OFF
The most ImpOrtant solentlfic Ideas. quests, dlscoverles and inventions of our
tlme-eXf.lalned
in plain
English. us! S1.?5 an Issue (instead olthe $2.00
cover price).

The practical guide to
making n, investing II, and
spending II wisely. Advice
you can use In todays
economy. Just $1.25 an
Issue (instead of the
$2.00 cover price).

P49331 .

D38088

82A"O

r - - - - - -.-_.- - - - - - - - - -'-'-- -.,

MAlTHIS .:18% SAVINGSOFF COVER PRICE. :
I .' '" .'

STUDENT
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FrfdaYJar.PJUlce
Rally on the StatehQTI~;s!eps created a montage of images as diverse as
the crowd. Speakers, who voiced opposition to SJM 104 requesting reactor at INE;L that
would'produce weapons grade plutonium:' From' top L. to R;'areFath'erAndrew
J.
Schumacher, Associate Professor James Maquire, Boise High Student carrer Shoufler,
Action Group Member Jay Jester, keynote s eaker Peter Jones, a Quaker from Great
cooperation," 'said -Armida Alexander,
minister at Boise Unitarian Universalist
Fellowship, "I speak to you across the
_~differencesof our various faith!linthe hope
Plutonium;'~nd ;"No:Funny'Bombs". A'
that we can enrich, challenge,and support
group:of high school studentshe!d'\1-p.an'oneanoiher
in our common search for the
Americanflag'and
a sign, that read
path of peace."
"Le&islators"ExarilineYour Moral,s~';'
The senate endorsement of SMJ 104
Speakers"atthe;. rally included a Girl A " , stresses that construction of the RPR win
Scout'leader,aBoise High studl#,Md t\YP.' create 3.500 new jobs; The opposition
area physicians; as well asmetnbers of
Claimsthat, although, many jobs will be'
religioJJsandpoUtical
organiza,tions.
'created,engineers and technicians for the
Al
g united 'byadesirefor
nuclear
long-term, jobs will be imported from
th U h
disarmament',
and,".)'Iorld peace, each
out-of-state, whilethe less skilled positions
speakc!rapproachedtl1e issue from a unique
are more apt to be short term jobs.,
pers~~ctive. ",' .., "
"
.,
In addition, Bob Moore, organizer for
"If\nay be said mat-we aredoing"this in
Idaho ~erviceEmployee's Union, .said,
the illme of defense," said Andrew:J.
"Many people know that when asked
sch~l,!lacher, Pastor at S1. John's
'Witat does labor want,' the pioneer labor
Cath'e1lral,-"bU1iteis:my,opinion and the, leader, SllinUlllGompers, replied, 'more.' ,
opinkn ,of many'; ,that .this 'policy of
Gompers wanted more jobs, but he also

Britain and Dr. Tom Bothwell. Speake~ at bottom from L.· to R. are Senator Norma
Dobler, Reverend Dick Terry, candidate/or Congress George Anthony, Union Organizer
Bob Moore, Minister Armida Alexande':' and musician Dalt Green. Photos by Brad Kurtz,
Russ Markus, and Steve Milaskey.
'

Jones silid,"So,whenI come here and see
annihilation. "Kids who lived in the
that Reagan wants to build another 16;000
generation that' passed this memoria! did
(nuclear) warheads, I sometimes wonder at
not have to live with such fears," Shoufler
the sanityofthe people in high office."
said, "so I'd like to know what gives them
In. an unplanned speech, Janet Ward,a
local Girl Scout leader, said that she had
the right-to think that they can force my
taken her scour.troop to speakwith the Ada
generation tolive in that fear."
County Civil Defense Director' and was
Dr. Edith Rascll, a Boise physician, told
upset with the information given them
the assemblythat almost40percent of the
the event of
U.S. population would be dead Immediate- ,concemingevacuationin
nuclear attack.
"There are no bomb
ly following "a likely 1980's exchange," a
sheltersin Boise," Ward toldtheaudienc:e,
6500 megaton nuclear attack. Another 25
"so the plans include moving the entire
percent would die within weeks of injuries
population, of Boise to Nampa and
:suffercdduring the attack.
Caldwell." The statement was greeted with
tntecttous diseases would strike many of
.those who survive past the first 'few
laughter.
'months, Rasell continued. ," .. .large areas
Idaho State Senator 'Norma Dobler"
of the country would'be uninhabitable, and
District 5,who voted againstthe memorial
modern life as we know it wciuldcertilinly
also spoke at the rally. ; "Weare constantly
no longer exist." .
'" ,.
: assured that plutonium jnjected into the
"No ,annihilation without representa'Sriake,Riveracquiferwil! not contaminate
tion,"ls the motto of Peter Jones/'a
tbatprecious life stream. But what will be
,tlJ,epriceforanerrorirt judgment?'!
bUil;,~g.
,up n"what
u,c
".lear,',
"e,
.5,.h
..,as.,'.tolerable..
gon,e.:f"ar
....•
,'.",....
.",anted'
and less
Quaker from Great Britilin anc! a'member
The raUyended'with a song by Dan
astr" from
js"w.,
aap.o,n.,
morallY
arsenals;' 'more.
Moore schoolhouses
continued. "Uthere
isofEND(E.uropi:ari'NuclearDisarmiuJten~>:.
d fJ! 'oI'OY" ','.
"
.
,.\ '" ",artything,thatwedon'lwarit andwed6n't':AlI'eaqyon
the COlltinentcifEurope~we" Green; "Do Something for PeaceToday~'"
Green invited thecrowdt'o joinin;'saying
e'~q"J~njJY 't~Fti~ ~~,as~~M"~M~d~~~i-,:
_.~J:e~~Jt'~"mo,~S"n~~I~~r,:t'e,~gon,s,:',/,
'.'
hav~fq ,000tactical warheads, 7,000 oil the
"I don't usually write songs, 'but LwaS
way 'make'ldahci'leglslators aware that
" Cilrtey Shoufler, a Jumorfrom'BOIseNATO'sid{
arId"S;Oooto 6,000 on the
'theRPR; is' not wanted or needed in the
High School,re'presentedagerietationthaf
Warsaw Pact side' And-yet ail they can
insp4-ed,by,the occasion,". ,- .
state.-:'ln"ouLco.mm.unities;._leL.us.haye " ' lives~ jn.,constant
_fear"oLilJ,lclear'.
Qffeius is more ,and more .and,more,".,

Not plutonium.,
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• Continued from cover
advertising."
..
..
Susan Brownmillet, author of Against
Our Will, however,asks,
"But does one
need scientific. methodology in order to
conclude that the anti-female propaganda
that permeates our nation's cultural.output
promotes a climate in which acts of sexual
hostility directed against women are not
only tolerated by ideologicallyencour-

.~

\

-----+-<>ged'1"
"The
theory
of aggressive
'male.
domination over women as a natural tight
is so deeply imbedded in our cultural value.
system that all' recent attempts to expose
it-vin movies, television commercials or
even children's
textbooks--have
barely
managed to scratch the surface," she
continued.
In The Longest War by Carol Tavris and
Carole Offir, the authors sum up their
perspective of what they think. needs to
happen with society.
'
Quoting sociologist Jessie Bernard,they
said, "We need rather to attack 'the
institutional
structure which embodies
these
differences
in the form
of
discrimination against women. The name
of the game is power."
.
WAG and Famolare did it. it can be
done.

sloughedoffas one ofthos~ 'she asked for
.it' situations.
'.
..... .....
.
Brownmiller relates that the police
habitually regard a woman filing a date
rape charge as someone who "~c?~ged h~r
mind afterward,' y.rithno recogmtlon that It
was onlyafterwardtha~she
dared pull
herself together and face up to the fact that
she had truly been raped."
Because of the attitude of the date rapist,
the police,
and society in general,
Brownmillersays
that "date rapes look
especiallybad for the victim in court, if
they ever get to court; nor do they look
good on paper. The intangibles of victim'
behavior presenta poor case.'.'
To prevent date rape, according to
Storaska, "is tobreak up the long chain of
circumstances and events that can lead to
rape during a date, especially if you don't
know your partner well."
He suggests that women "exercise some
control over their enviror ..nent," like going
on .a .double-date,
"to movies, plays,

Date Rape

refers to cannot be solved byanyothe~than
a consistent and recognized commitment to
reformour attitudes about women, sexism
and misogyny.
"
".
This beliefIs supported in a "Statement
on Rape" from For Men Agal~stSexism
which concludes that, first, sexism must be
dealt with.
. .. '.
. .
. .
The statement reads, "Rape is the logical .
extension
of the power relationship
between people, and that a solution to rape
involves changing those. relationships. We
cannot isolate rape from sexism, and we.
believe' that to solve rape we must solve .
sexism," '.
'.'..'
,
, So, in.rhe' short run,' anti-rape groups,
seek passage of laws criminalizingrape,
and strengthened and enforced rape laws
that currently exist; but in the long run the}'
believe that society must change if
occurrences of rape are to lessen.
,; A gender-free,
non-activity-specific
law governing all manner of sexual assaults
would be the first step toward legal
reform," states Brownmiller. .
. .
"The law must move from its view," she
continues, "that 'carnal knowledge' is the
crux of the crime to an appreciation that
the severity of the offense, and the
corresponding severity of the penalty that
may be imposed, might better be. gauged by
the severity.of the.obje<:tiv~,physicap.nJl1,1):',
sustainedby,'the victim d,\lring the,c;plJF:~~pfs
the' attack."

change in the way this crime has been
handled .
Eva Jefferson Patterson, who wrote
"How .the Legal System Responds to
Women," in Battered Women attributes
the change primarily to feminists. .She
noted that some "police are actively
investigating and arresting suspects in rape
cases; district attorneys are taking rape
cases to court and winning; judges are
imposing
harsh sentences
for men
convicted of rape."
.
. It is by' far no bed of roses, however.
Paterson stresses that "it is important
that society give the criminal justice system
the same type of cleat. message' that
battering women is not acceptable in ord~r
that it might begin changing the manner m
which it deals: with the plight of battered
women."
Among the legal injustices, according to
rape law experts, is the belief that ~arit~
rape is still being viewed as ;1 SOCIal III
instead of as a crime.
Police departments
reinforce
this
attitude, asserts Paterson and consequently, when women who have been battered
call the police for assistance they rarely
. receive the type of help normally associated
with. police intervention--namely,
the
arrest of the assailant if probable cause for
such an arrest exists."
.
To exemplify what. she' considers an
attitudeunrespo'nsive
to' the victim
Paterson
quotes the Oakland
Police
Department's training bulletin which says
"a man will lose face if arrested for
battering so he should not be arrested."

Boise State University (BSU) can try to
affect some of the factors thatcontribute to
rape and battering on campus and women's
lives.
.
BSU is an institution of learning but it is
also a place for socializing and fun. Dating
is common and one form of rape that IS
quite relevant to college socialization is
called date rape.
Date rape is rape that occurrs in what
started out to. be a 'social situation.
According. to Frederic Storaska, Executive
Director of the National Organization for
Spray irritant for self-defense. Photo by'
the Prevention of Rape and Assault
Bob Goold.
(NOPRA), a "disproportionate number of
concerts, lectures, restaurants--an'ywhere
rapes occur on dates."
there are people."
He attributes this to lithe very nature of
Storaska advises women out on dates to
dating,
which is a complex
soci,al
not drink or take drugs, especially on an
interaction between a man and a woman
empty stomach.
governed by a combination
of their
. Be careful about who you decide tn go
personalities
(their psychologies
and
out with. he instructs.
_)0
little
physiologies), the environment, and the
homework on the person beforehand.
prevailing morality."
"You have to watch out for yourself on a
In an effort to illustrate the complexity
date," says Storaska, "and he has to watch
of the date rape situation,.
Susan
out for himself ...
each of you have to
Brownmiller, author of Against Our Will,
watch out for the other to some degree."
said that "date rapes and rapes by men who
He, also, advises that each person .be
have had prior' relationships with their
responsible for the effects your behaVIor
.victims" also contain elements of expected
will have on the other.
, , behavior
that work against decisive
Other advice Storaska gives centers on
resistance on the part of the woman."
communication.
He aqvocates keeping
She says a sense of propriety combined
channels of communication
open and
with the traditional
female role of
concentrating on getting to know the man
femininity and politeness is expected in may
or woman as a person instead of a body.,
dating situations.
If he pays fOf the outi'lg, it is often
assumed that that monetary exchange has
By broadening the scope of what people
bought him the right to her body, according
can do to fight against violence toward
to Laura X, director. of the National
women, the focus next shifts to how,
Clearinghouse of Marital Rape in Berkeley. ,
citizens can affect their cities and towns.
If physical expression is involved durhlg',
The laws that gov"m us and the extent to
the outing, sexual expectations can become
which those laws are abided and enforced i;
even more jelled.
one major area thaI. can drastically affect
"Most men seem to consider a woman
the occurrence of rape.
'who engages in sex play but stopsshort I)f
Enforcing \" 's against all forms of rape
intercourse guilty not only. of precipitant
and legislating anti'"
. laws where none
behavior,
but of cruel, provo· ... ·
exist is the fir
.;I:P
toward making
. behavior with no excuse, " says BrownmiiAmerica safe ~oi women, according to
ler.
antirape groups.
However, Storaska, fllferring to freedom
"Laws have changed in the past 150
of choice, said, "If making love is on a
,years; perhaps more than attitudes," says
point scale from zero to ten, and a woman
-;Jennifer Baker Fleining in Stopping Wife
goes to point nine and wants to stop, she
Abuse.
,
has the right to choose not togo
any
"The courage of battered women who
further."
speak out against pain and humiliation
If a woman refrains, states Brownmiller,
inflicted upon them by men has begun to
"her actions areperfectlv
allowable and
change," she continues; .
.,
quite within the bounds or human decency
Accordingly,a change in attitudes about
and rational decisions. "
.
rape has begun to trigger a significant
Yet, societally, date rape has ~ften been

Breaking Tradition

t ,

s :

Coalition

Cities and states across the United States
work with rape' and domestic violence in
different ways.
In Eugene, Oregon, an increase in
assaults along a popular bike path spurred
Paterson claims that police need to be
"resensitized' and' retrained; .we,woiildlike
:r~~;p~nt~,fRI,o!~~~.i!Te
l~itj3mp~trg!~;, ..flW~a
$\0,000 fund-ralser10 ouy ~treet la~Rfqw
dispatchers to beserisitizedb~causdlieY'lii'e
Whittaker People Against Rape, J a
the people who have the first contact with
Eugene neighborhood 'group spearheaded
women."
by Marlene Nelson, recruited 50 volunt~ers
Therefore,
Paterson
advocates
that
from the Whittaker neighborhood formght
'changemust take place to the extent that a
patrols. The volunteers also handed ~ut
whole new process' of training the police
rape prevention information and ralhed
force is implemented.
residents to volunteer their homes for
Among other reforms Paterson and
"safe" houses, identified by a sign in the
antirape
groups. would like to see
window to act as shelter for women that
strengthened are rights to make a citizen's
thought they were being followed.
'
arrest, "and more importantly," she says
Generally, the citizens of Eugene became
police "should effectuate that arrest."
more responsible for the safety. of their
She charges that rape needs to be
criminalized;' so thai rapists 'don't .'get. off
; to~~~~~~I~~i~~tl~~~"i~~h~tctba')k13~f
the hook with misdemeanors. Additionally;
the bike path with free labor provided by
since a citizen's arrest is a misdemeanor,
volunteers that worked at a local radio
Paterson stresses that the police should not
dismiss citizen's arrest as unimportant.
station.
Across the United States, residents in
She says it is also necessary for the police
cities and towns are taking control, in
to take "temporary
restraining orders
response to alarming increases in rape and
seriously" so they don't assume that they
battering
in their areas. Grassroots
are "not valid."
organizing with the goals of improving the
Working up the hierarchy, Paterson says
quality of life and making towns and homes
that district attorneys often give the same
safe' has provided
the incentive for
excuses fornonaction that the police gave,
volunteers, They have join,erd, tq~~lp
therefore;
she stresses
that reforms
change factor~/in
pur sci:cle'<~ 'J,h'!!t
need'to take place on this level.
ccihtribute to or allow'rape to' coritinue'. '
Included in those changes ·would be:
In Fighting Back, au'thor Janet Bode says
vieWing marital rape as a crime, not being
"Groups publish and distribute flyers, fact
intimidated by tactics practiced by the
sheets, .pamphlets; and brochures tailored
accused and not being defeated by "feeling
to the individual community. They cover
they will not be getting a conviction from
such varied subjects
as safety and
the judge."
awareness techniques, alternatives to the
As far as judges are concerned, research'
criminal justice system, reportingproceindicates that they are operating under the
same "loathe' to sentence these men for
dures; and services pro\iided."
.. , ;,J,
many of the same reason~ that police and
Bode. de~cribes.:'t.~~ I'
,Tr~p,~it·
Authority (WT A),esta'bll~hed Ill. MadISon,
district attorneys refuse, io' act," .she
Wisconsin . because residents were' concontinues.
cerned about inadequate public transportaPaterson claims that judges need to be
educated along with D.A.'s and law
tion and poorly lit streets.
Bode describes WTA as, "a non-profit,
enforcement. officers .
volunteer, campus-b~ed. oriianizatio~, The
members offer free. rides for. women' 'at
However, Susan Brownmiller apthor of
night and 'serve .approximatCIy 70: 'per¢ent
Against Our Will, believes that even "the
. students
and .30 ..' percent' conuriunity
most pel feet rape laws in the larid, strictly
residents."
..
....
.
'..
. enforced by the best concerned citizens will
"wtA
operateswithin a four mile ra(Fti~,
not be enough to stop rape."
.
t\ley el,1courage women that are lilo.l).e'or'in
She says that "obviousoffendp~swiIl
be
twos to use their services, if there are more,
punished, but the huge gray area of sexual
they suggest splittmgcab 'fare.'
' .' .•..'
exploitation ... will remain a problem
. Presently, WT A has outside financing
beyond any possible solution of criminal
and they pay for· their own office space,
justice."
telephones and cars" insurance ,apdgas;at·
Brownmiller argues that the grl;lyarea she
,.C;oirtif/l4ed topageJ },e

L.awEnforcement

I

'f~tp~~TS

Timeline

" Cont i';ued jrompage 4
..
h rb rarY·
adtninistration buildmg
an d.. tel
.
At a special f orum ftl·ct ay 'mommg,
. '
d'd'
d h'
AsBSU·electio.n can 1 a.tes presente telr
.
'
.' d
d
' ... -k db
.·platform.san. answ.ere,. q.uestlOns.as e "Y
.
......
.. f
mediator DilnnyFre<:",urn,B.. SU Director 0
.....
d h . d'
.,'
Studep.t Activ!tl~san
t eaJ,l lence. .....
,'One ofthe.que.stion~rreeburn
l!.!!kedwas

Tracy Lefteroff, candidate for ASBSU
president replied, "I think I'd have to say
president replied, "I'd say probably th~
the strongest aspect of student' government
strongest aspect of student government is . is the students themselves. We've, got the
.the·abl'll'ty of'th'e student bodyoffi.cers .. to
experience ... We .need.to
take
. ..
.' tbatand'the
·d· .. ······
hl!.Y·e·
.acce~sl·bill·ty
'.to people ..who
ar.e' weakestpomt,.andthat'scoor
- - .
.,.
.'
b" '.mationof
, '.'. d'
·m·flu'entl'al and. im.p'ortan.t'o.the
weakest
informatio. n.W.e. need to uildJhat'an
.
d' "d
.' ';":d
p'o'.I'.nt.i.n'·.thO
e..·student .. goyer,nment a.t. this
exteri· our .. 1 I:a.s.. ;to. aprogressl.vean
.
'.'
"d'
,' ....
'f' .
'.' ~ ' "':d'",'
time, I think, ,is i.rrespons.ib.Ie ,financial
pro uctlve type 0 . program lor stu ent
.'
. t ".'
,," ~
policies. A.. s a treaSurer ...•.
I'.v..e... see..1l almo.st. governmen ; '.
. .' .' , ~.
.
$3.00,000 spent thisyeat~·o~experidituresl
.'
iii :.
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RapeiPart III

rape crisis centers" have or have had
"twenty-four hour hotlines; . help at the
• Continued from pu~(' IIJ
time of rape and long-term counseling;
the University of Wisconsin.
training programs for police officers,
The Rape Crisis Alliance in Boise and the
hospital
staff, and volunteers,
and
community education 011 rape prevention."
Battered Women's Shelter, areheadquarA lack of consistent funding is attributed
tered at the. Y.W.C.A.,. Lou Hamill,
to be the major reason most centers have
director of both, says, "We are just limping
along.';
.
closed.
Barbara Engel, director of women's
The alliance and shelter are partially
services' at Chicago, YWCA says that in
funded by United \\,ay. "There is a little bit
addition to lack. of money; people are
of money in the rape crisis portion,"
scared to get involved because there is still
Hamill said. "Pat Day Hartwell, the
much fear that surrounds rape.
president of the network (Idaho Network 10
Also, the fact that rape is recognized as a
Stop Violence); wrote. a .grant for· the
women's problem stymies assistancefunding of travel and education, which
Schushman
quotes sociologist
Allan
includes books, .brochures, posters, and
Johnson who says that assaults occur with
postage."
as great a frequency as cancer and divorce
The program's financial structure is such
among women. "Yet," he says, "these
that the director' and shelter manager .are
events receive considerablymore attention
paid and the night and weekend managers
than sexual assault does."
receive a stipend in the form of board. The
An irony exists, however -.The National
rest of the staff is voluntary.
Center for the Prevention and Control of
Hamill stressed that the crisis services
Rape, instituted seven years ago after a
optimally need to be flexible to the degree
successful lobbying effort by women's
that all tangents of violence toward women
groups, "Hasn't helped us a goddamned
can be dealt with.
bit," said Loretta Ross, director of the
"We have to realize when we're working
District of Columbia Rape Crisis Center,
with a battered woman, we're probably
according to Schuchman's article.
working with a rape victim," Hamill said.
Evidently the major 'portion of funds
"We" might
be working
with an
from .the National Center have been
incestuous family and we probably are
distributed to universities and research
working with at least physical abuse to the
groups while rape crisis services received
child/' she continued.'
'
none;
The Rape Crisis Alliance team operates
Schuchman said, "Of thirteen' grants
on a24-hour.
7 day a week basis. They
awarded by the Center during fiscal 1979
provide counseling, referral and informaand 1980, nune went to rape crisis centers
tion services. "Advocacy and support
and only one went to a, mental .health
through the law enforcement and criminal
center."
justice proceedings"
are also available,
Largen said that the research orientation
reads an alliance brochure ..
was begun by the Nixon administration. At
They also provide transportation to the
that time "research was chosen over
hospital.
. .'
"
services only out of political necessity," she
Long term follow-up counseling for
said.
.
"individuai, family or group sessions can
During the Carter administration,
be arranged in the Rape Crisis Alliance
legislation
including rape services was
office or at your home," continues the
introduced
under the Mental Health
brochure.
Systems Act which passed two years ago.
Yet, Reagan
didn't
include
any
appropriations
for, services in the 1982
The Idaho Network to Stop Violence'
budget according to Largen. Therefore, the
Against Women, Inc. is a network of rape
$39 million allotted for direct services to
crisis centers and/or battered women's
rape victims under Senator Charles McC.
shelters throughout Idaho. The network
was at one time funded by a. ~~~.\911,,)(~, ~At~ia,s'.legislaliqn is forestalled. .•.•.•
Yet 'the National Center has received
Technical Assistance Grant by ~cfl5N·to'
funding for three more years of research.
the Washington State Shelter Network.
In addition, the National Center's social
"But the money has just disappeared,"
analyst, Dr. Feather Davis, who was hired
said Hamill, "that's why we're doing this
to distribute the money, has no experience
domestic violence bill (H.B. 690). It's
in viet im services.
modeled after 14 other states that have
Schuchman reports that Davis refers to
done the same thing." ,
complaints by women's groups as "vitriolic
Hamill explained that the bill calls for a
attacks on the Center" and suggests that it
raise in the marriage license. fee to $25, $15
is precisely because of their more radical
"of which would be "used, in the 12
stance __the.'we're-gonna-overthrow-thesub-states where marriage licenses are
entire-male-patriarchy'
rhetoric, as Davis
sold."
puts
ito-that
the
crisis
center~':
' aren't ever
The monies will be equally distributed
going to see Federal funds, either through
ani~n~l&e'siieltelYin
idaho; said Hamill.
the Center or otherwise."
,
"We're
talking 'about $200,000, not
The political controversy does little,
much."
however, to aid victims of rape.
Private contributors that have helped

Idaho

fund Idaho crisis programs in the past are
now being approached by other programs
that are also in need of funding because of
the economic crunch. Asa result of the
competition,
"we aren't
assured
of
anything anymore,"
she said, "and the
clients pay 'only if they are able.' "
Currently, the Idaho Network to Stop
Violence
Against
Womell.
Inc.
is
comprised of crisis programs. in' Idaho
Falls, Blackfoot, Pocatello, BOise,. Moscow, Coeur d'Alene and Lewiston. Hamill
said that Twin Falls would like, to start a
centera~d that the Burley center is. now
defunct due to staff burn-out, but will
eventually be reinstituted. Each program is
designed to fit the needs of the specific
community, no two are alike. Some town
have both a rape crisis center and battered'
women's shelter, while others have one or
the other.

How

Men

Stop Rape'

Can

It recommends locking the doors of your
home securely,
uslng vdeadbolts and
peepholes and never opening the door for
strangers. even if they seem friendly.
Listing your last name and first initial on
the mailbox and in the telephone book is
advised .. "You might consider adding a
"dummy" name or names on your mailbox
to give the. appearance
of having
roommates. "
.
It continues to advise against telling
anyone over the phone that you're alone, to
not hitchhike, or pick-up hitchhikers, to
not go to bars alone or leave withsomeone
you don't know.
.
,Among- other things,
the article
recommended checking the back seat and
floor of the car before getting in, to keep
the doors locked, and to make sure you
have at least a quarter of a tank of gas in
the car. If you're car breaks down, raise the
hood and wait in the locked car until a
police car comes.
'
It advised against stopping to offer help
to broken down cars.
If you think you car is being followed,
the article suggested that you drive to the
,"nearest open business and call the
police," instead of driving to your house.
In addition to common sense advice for
rape prevention, the addition of antirape
aids to women's possessions are becoming
increasingly popular, Yet, the effectiveness
of rape whistles and smaU canisters of tear
gas used as rape deterrents depends upon
While men must be held responsible for
the product and specific incident.
ending rape, women must learn to defend
ChemShield brand tear gas advertise. themselves mentally and physically while
ments
claim the attacker will suffer nausea;
living in a society that tolerates and
suffocation, blindness and dizziness for up
perpetuates rape.
toa half hour.
'
Susan Brownmiller praises the resurgence
Another brand called Defender claims
in popularity of women's athletics, the
that "assailants
run screaming
when
training, the skill involved, and "positive
sprayed in face," and that it dyes skin for:
mind-set. "
police identification,
"This knowledge;" she says "and the
Mugger Slugger and Paralyzer brands are
chance to put it in practice, is precisely
also available.
. .
what women have been conditioned to
According to an article inthe January 29,
abjure."
1982 issue of Idaho State University's (ISU)
Advocating
self-defense
strategies,
Bengal, the purported tear gas is rather a
Brownmiller says women must fight back
spray irritant caUed CS (orthochlorobenzal"on a multiplicity of levels."
malonoitrilez), and not tear gas at all.
Techniques can be learned at Boise State.
"One of the leading brands will sell an
Self defense classes have been taught, at
estimated
6 mil1ion spray cans throughout
BSU by Jon Vahlberg for four years. Two
thecountry ," it reports.
beginning classes are taught fall semester
Debate over effectiveness is intense.
and a beginning and an advanced class are
Linda Hill, dean of women at ISU
taught spring semester. About 65 percent of
advocated use of the chemical products,
the students enrolled are female and the
saying "It's just better to be safe than
classes are always full.
sorry. "
Vahlberg said that he teaches basic
Those who think the product
is
techniques, how to get out of grips, basic
ineffective are ITOt disagreeing with the
Karate and Judo moves.
effectiveness of the irritant's strength, but
, "Everybody
should have a basic
with the effectiveness of the devices within'
knowledge of how to defend yourself," he
the situations they are meant to be used in.
said.
The Bengal article relates the objections
"There might be only one time in your
of
Randie Bartholome, head of Pocatello
life when you'd have to defend yourself,"
police's crime prevention bureau.
stated. 'Vahlberg, "but you would be
She said, "My main objection is that the
prepared for it."·
.
gas
offers' a false sense of security, to
However, Letty Cottin Pogrebin, author
women. They often put themselves in
of Growing
Up Free,
said
that
situations that they wouldn't otherwise."
"Self-defense classes are not the answer."
Bartholome advised that should not be
She caUs it a "SKimpy Band-Aid on a
relied on as sole protection.
mortal. wound."
"Tests conducted'bysherifrs
departYet; she describes an incident in which an
ments
in
Ventura
and
Alameda
counties
in
t l-year-old girl fought off two adult
California indicate that the most popular
would-be child molestors by using karate.
brand takes 24 seconds to be effective," the
"She flipped him -onto his back on the
article
reported.
It .also . warned
of
sidewalk," reads the description, "chopped
ineffectiveness if the assailant is wearing
him inthe neck with the edge of her hand,
glasses.
.
and jabbed him in the eyes with her
Pat Neville, the director of Women's
fingers ... both men were apprehended. The
Advocates said that even if the spray is
girl.i.was unharmed."
effective it could' come in contact with the
Although. Pogrebin
appeals to an
woman's skin.
.
eventual long-term societal change knowing
There is no clear cut evidence suggesting
karate in the short-run potentially did,
that the spray irritant is or isn't totally
however, save the young girl from possible
effective.
molestation.
According to the Benga/lirticle Hill said,
Susan Murdock, who teaches .at. the
"I'm not going to discourage the use of 1t.1
Women's Martial Arts Center in New York
would however, teU them that there are
City says that battered women have to put
several types of protection needed."
themselves into "the fighter mentality"
. A College . Press Service article' on
because they' are attacked by someone
ChemiCal sprays printed in, the November
they're close to and might-not want to fight
25, 1981 issue of The. Daily Titan, said
back."
..
,.
.
.
..'
"Mosttear gas distributors conscientiously
, The clothing you w~r .detennine~ how
avoid· touting the. canisters' as initi'al
mobile you'll be able tl) be. Lee Schwing,
defenses, but do <:laim the productS can
writing for The Furies, said that women's
fashions keep women "intheiiplace"
with , p~event a rape."
high heels and skirts that hamper
m.ovement. She suggests 'wearing clothes
that maximize freedom of movement.
It: you or someone' you know is raped
Self-defense \Yorks: yet li!ce any skillor
there are a series of short and long-ter'!!!
physical activity, it only works ifiou havc
actions to take;
Fic-st.ilaakc:;me you a.re ~ure, remove
.learned the teChniq~ tcthepcint ~ wbich
you are able to cffeetively apply them •.. '.
YOUrsclffrom the situation and seek help.
Then. call your local rapc CrisiS center or
thepoUQC' for
to a hospital •
. .Do not takc a shower, don·t clean' yowsdi
1981idDlto
.
. or the location in wbiehithlppcnecS;
. ..
saVe cOmmon

with the history. of women to "'better
challenge malo- supremacist beliefs about
rape."
They suggest that "on a quiet street at
night, instead of walking behind a.woman,
cross to the other side, to be aware of your
own behavior which may be threatening to
women."
"Don't confuse mere friendliness with
sexual invitation," the brochure continues,
"and "be alert to women (and men) who
may be suffering physical or verbal assault
and be willing to investigate
and
intervene."
.
.
Leonard Schein, author of "All Men Are
Misogynists" in- For Men Against~Sexism, .
refutes the definition of· the rapist as
"abnormal' or insane '(some demented
person other 'than ourselves)."
He says that "this image protects us
from the' real facts ofrape-sthat all men in
patriarchal
societies
have a rapist
consciousness, are potential rapists' and
gain from the constant state of intimidation
that rape imposes on all women. "
"We have' to tum our individual
awareness and energies into an active,
collective political
struggle,"
Schein
continues,
"to. destroy
sexism and
patriarchal society which makes ail men
misogynists, all men rapists, and all men
emotionally crippled."

can

to .

many

..

.....

.
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Self ..Defense

, . The final responsibility of eliminating
rape lies with men,
."
In 1979 Men Against Rape (MAR) was
founded by a group of menin Seattle "who
are concerned about rape and committed to
acting to stop it."
M.A.R. believes that rape can be fought
against be education and confrontation.
Their brochure says that "men must m~ke
the, choice, we feel, between cooper~tmg
.with the sexism that permits rape or actively
challenging sexism in themselves an,d
others."
. . They have drawn up a list of everyday
attitudes people can adopt to help stop
ra,pe. .
'.
Confronting
"men who. use seXISt
language or make ~okes .d~grading. to
women," is one area mterventt9n c~ help
according to M.A.R.
Budget cuts are tliking their toll on many.
They advocate chalI;nging. in~~tutions
services for rape victims. Mary Ann
that· profit. from, seXist .~dvertismg by
Largen" whoco:'chairs
the Na!ional
promoting.' attitudes. degrading to women,
Coalition Against ~xual Msault, saId. that
(BOycott products using e~ploitive advertisabout one third· of all the rape crisis centers,
ing and' picket movies which (for cxample)
operated in the mid-70's. had closed by
depict.women as being raped.} .....
1980, according toa July 1981 article In
Advertising seems almost' an IIIlpcnetraThe Progressive, entitled "Victims of rape:
ble instItution at· times: how~veraffeeting
Where'
they tUl1l'l" by Miria.'11
change in sexist advertising 'policy has
Schuchman.
happened. .•....
.'
Largen States tbatover.
the past f~
'. M.A,R. suggests that men need to "be
yean, •cutbacks have .pared.· awaY ~~f the
.willing
examille .. their male, ego.'
services stiP ,funetionlna to .thc lJOlIlt that
defeilliivcncsswhcn
Jist!lning
tl) ithe
prosrams ~ nowoll1yrapc h~tlitles.,
eXpression of,' feminist. i~~'"
and, also, .
'. Complrinf this to \filial prCJl1'8lDs can.bc .
tbat .men Deed to .familwuct.hcDisdVCS
like Schudunan'said
the "mciltcornplete ,
..
"
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Gym.nastsPrepare
for Nationals
by John Odziernek

Barrett Wrestles··to
NCAA Finals
Boise State junior Scott Barrett fought
his way. to the finals of the NCAA
Wrestling Championships in Ames, Iowa
March 11-12-13, but dropped a 9-4 decision
in the final' match to No. I seed and
defending .champion
Dan Cuestas of
Cal-State Bakersfield.
Barrett, ..wrestling in the 126-pound
weight class, became the highest individual
Big Sky' Conference finisher after his
performance, and therefore; earned himself
AU-American honors.
.
As a team, the Broncos firiished15th
with 20 points. Idaho State was the only
other Big Sky school to score any points
when they tallied .5.
177-pound Kevin Wood wrestled his way
to the quarterfinals
after opening-day
victories. The second day however, showed
disappointment when he was defeated by
Mark Schultz of Oklahoma.(who later won
the individual title).
Wood again lost in the consolation round
the same day.
.
..
.'.
.
!;lead coach Mike Young said Wood was

Intramural Scores·
Men's Basketball
. Hottest Division··

-:
'.

I

.'. Sig Ep's #1 58, Metcalf~I.,
Coyotes 2; Flying,Cowpi~ 0.',
lateathigh52, Dallas Mavericks 34 ..
,Autistics 52, High Five SO .
.
Cheap Shot 46, Silver Bullets 38
Last Chance 56, S~Highs 43 .
Pounders 2, Scrub II0

Hot Division
ViceSqu~ 61, Meridiari'.s Finest S9 OT
Nebuloids 44, LuckyQogs 38' '.
B·2Zo02,

SpeedW!I8onO
Nads 34, Kappa Sigma 32..

-

B-3.'Trotters-S6;Sixty-Niner:
Yamamas37, Rodeo ~
U.S. Wildcats 36, Saga 33

38

.
.

'
Morrison Hall'2.Kbaos 0 .•.
Dc;>ublcN73; Brick Throwers 47

CDlvliioll

.

.'

TKE's 37 ;1lte YB's 28

. For the fourth consecutive year,
the Boise State University gym- nastics team wiU represent Region
.9 in the AlA W Division II
National Meet March 26-27 in
Denver, Colo.
The Bronco women earned the
right after
scoring
a BSU
record 137.95 and a first-place
victory in the NCWSA Regional
Finals last weekend in Bronco
Gym.
Seattle University's Tracy.Man. .duchi took all-around honors with
35.35, but it was thebalance of
BSU's Martha Howard, Kelly
Parker, JaneUe Maynard, and
Kim DiLorenzo that led to. the
Bronco victory.
Howard scored a school record
9.l-on the balance beam, and a
8.7 fourth-place finish in the floor
exercise to finish second overall
with an accumulative score of
3"4.35.
Parker's 8.55 on the uneven
parallel
bars .led her to a
third-place finish :overall, while

Maynard
and DiLorenzo
set
school records; Maynard, a 9.0 in
the vault, and DiLorenzo, a 9.1 in
the floor exercise.
Before the competition, head
coach Jackie Carringer
.was
worried about the strength of
Se9-ttle-Pacific
due to close
encounters in the regular season.
iThe rivalry never took place, as
the Broncos easily outdistanced
gPU 137.95-131.70. The University of Idaho came in third with
129'.85, followed
by, Seattle
University infourth with 125;6.
Eastern Washington finished fifth
with 125.0 and Western Oregon
State College wound up sixth with
120.0.
BSU .gymnasts were surprised by
the high team and individual
scores and the ease of the victory.
But the Nationals are a different
story.
The highest Boise State finish in
national competition was fourth
in 1980. This year,Carringer's
'goal is to make it in the top five.

Left: Linda Olsen of SeattlePacific University reaches for the
sky on the uneven parallel bars.

~ Right: Janelle Maynard of
Boise State exhibits grace us she
competes on the balance beam.
Photos by Brad Kurtz.

prQQi!Nx, ~hlt~1hl!'_~_best' wrestler .. ill ..t~~,.
tournamentvbut g()tcaught off-guard In
the quarterfinal match.
.
Young. added that he is looking forward
to next year, but said that there probably
won't be any more domination of anyone
school in the future.
. "

Sports. Calendar
March:
20: Women's Tennis; BSU vs'. Montana
State, home ( 3 pm.) Baseball; BSU at
College 'of Southern Idaho, Twin Falls
(doubleheader).
21: Soccer; BSU vs. Boise Kickers, Boise
State soccer field (3 pm.).
.
22: Men's Tennis; BSU at Merced College,
Merced,·CA.
· Golf; .BSU vs. Columbia Basin College,
Pasco, W A. (36 holes)
.
23: Men's Tennis;BSU
at Fresno State,
Fresno, CA.
' .
24: Women's and Men's Track; BSU at '
· CaI-State,Hayward; Hayward, .CA. Men's
Tennis; BSU at Los' Angeles State, Fresno,
CA .,>.
26-27: Gymnastics; BSU at AlA W National
Champiqnships,Denver,
CO.

..:-

&uncin aeads 2, The Train 0
SigEp Blasters 44, Moonrakers 27

Women's Basketball
Competitive LeagJle

,IN TREFIBaT ..~

Tracksters Plus 38, Hoopsters 24 '.Bad Mamma Jammers 2, Generics 0

···.····1
..·····.'..·•··
...:···.·.· ..'

Squirts 40. Coyotette's 4
BYOB 2, Go Go's 0
.

'

.

Competitive U:liu~
.
. ....'
.
· Bunny BeaterS over Smutney's 15-2, 15-8

I

Duck Soup Compe~t1ve League ChiuDps
. FUll Leaiue

.
Reltnies over The BClokiesl6-14,16-14.
Spikers IIover Amplexis 5-15, 15-U. 15-7
Ne~ Time over Sig EpSpikers 15-6,5-15,

..• .... .
Rdtltles

.fI.·
'
.
All""
PUB','
CoiIt'llliTHURS::J" ·
.

:

·.... ,ATTHE
.::}f{AM

Coed VoUeyball

15-9 . • ".'
f)all League ~pI

. -',-

".:

.Fun League

.

.

.

.

"

Entries wiUrec:cive ~'Porkysn T.,shirHroinT SHIRTS +a pass .to see
Porky's at •MannThC8tres~ Orand· Prize is • car stCl'eOJrpm Boise

...• camera" StereO •.; - .
u·····.·····•·•····.··•···.····
,

.-
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,Delux
. BllrberStyliJ1~Shop
Huir tilts

&SlyHIII?: for

AI)poilllminls

L .. cured
15 YEAIlS

J\I~II &. WorJll'1I

. Hours 7:30 .. 5;30
.Mon.· Sill
luken.Wed,
& Thurs. only •.. I'/IlIJ1l· 3,f4.2()81
81h Street Mul'kelplnce

EXI'EU"';N(:~; IN HAIR REPl.A(:EM~;NT&
86,·· huir- cuts

Owner

!!EUVI(:E

tHO," slyle •.shllmp on

B .. b (:I"mells

Stylist

Susie, Darlene

roo,

.,MQ.

'MTa fOIIl'. 'AUOI
• AUaT1N HIAUY • IMW .• CAI'tU
AC'C'JIOAfIS
• DATSUN. RAT .'HONDA. ~
orR
. ."",0.,
POfttatI • TOYOTA • ~
• VOlYO
• VOUtlWAGIN

O_O_O_O_O_OlrcO_O

010

FOREIGN" CAR PARTS
~~~~~~

Student
Discounts Avolloble

imparts inc.
.

<!

aIB·O!58

15780R~

HOURS 8 AM TO 5:30 MON·FRI

8:30AM'
NOON SATURDAY
-ON-TH-ECOR-N....:.ER-O-F_'IITH_a_OR_O_VE

~
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WE ALSO HAVE DELICIOUS ICE CREAM SODAS
AND SERVE BEER& WINE

AN ISSUE

• FINALE OF MOJO RAIDERS
-SUNDAYS
• THE INTERCHANGE.
-DOWNTOWN
AIRSTRIP. MANDRAKE

'MON-WED 7AM-8PM THURS-FRI7AM-l OPM SAT 7AM-7PM
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MEET
THE··
NEW
PROBLEMSOLVERS
FROM

HEWLETT
PACKARD
$165 Per Person,
DOUble Occupancy

I
I

(Sun Valley Lodge, Inn Or Condominiums)
PACKAGE mCLUDBB:
5 Daor Ski.'Rental. •(BOOts
.. ' SIds & Poles)

I
Or :=-:~~::~~~104
...5 N1ghtsLodg1Iig
' 5 Da.ysL1ft Tickets

.

For·B.eservattons&

Information. Call:

In

For BkiCoDdit1oDsCaU:
1-800-638-4180

'.
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HP-l1C
Slirnline Scientific PrCXJrammable
D1G-dlgl,1 LCD
."0203 program
lines
021 storage
reglsters/
Continuous
Memory
oA broad range of
scientific
and
statistical
functions
makes the HP-llC an
Immediate problemsolving
lab Insteumenl or engineering
tool
..
.0Edltlng
features
and the convenient
user mode s!lves
time and keyslrokes
at the touch of a key>.····."

$135-00

HP-12C'
Slimline Financial Proqrammable
o IG-dlgil LCD
099 program lines
020. "lorage reglsters/
Continuous Memory
e Sotves .your .tough
business
calculallons
wilh an extensive
set
of financial
and
stallstlcal
funcllons
a80nd Analysis
_
.
Depreclallon
Investment Comparisons

at

the. touch

of a .key

$150.

.
00,

-

lFiE
BOOKSTORE
i1JlJ Boise >Stat8 University ..
;..
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"I said. 1do believe we've been struck by 8 neutron
. bomb:'
.

BECHTEL

C 1982

~h~~& ~ ~igeonpeople:
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hy Jay Lynch & Gary Whitney;

.

The Real Puzzle'"
,by

Shift

Don Rubin

fill an unoccupied space:
What is the fewest number
the highway at the top so that of moves requIred? Please list
it will resemble the highway the vehicles you shifted - in
sequence - on the lines
at the bottom. Vehicles may
provided.
be moved forward, back or
across, butnot diagonally to
The object of this exercise
is to rearrange the traffic on

I

Clo~~;el.a!iQns,:c.~:::;7_~-:";~
Here are the <:lose relations.
.:
'.
1.) Bette and sammy Davis Jr.
2.)Robert and Shelley Duvall
3.)Glenda and Reggie Jack~
son .
4.) Sid and Ji.JliusCaesar
5.)Buster and Diane Keaton

I The~.l!1~
I

•t~'"
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brina the ;:~frect .answers. for this week's Real
PuUIi!to th¢SUB union 'Station wiUwin two free'
tickets' to;'i;·j Student Programs •.Board's' film .
FridaY'ai1dSundayat

movie.s show each

7 pm.· in'·the

~l'f~-.....-..

Get.In-shapefor
summer. Aet:obic dance. class. 8
weeks $15.00. Thursday andS~\Jrday. Vista/Over-

A:.~
.•. .•
*-s._=•. ;gMii.-.....
.__
.
.
.
Attention: women athletes. Women's rugby

'land area. Call Molli 362-1592;0:,,"
..
FligJtt attendants eam$18,ooo~~5;OOO, work only 1~.
days a month. Career Guide t~»syou HOWl Order'
is
now send $5.00 to AIRLIN/7:ACADEMY,
Box
starfingits spring season, For more information call
-1781.3; Sun Valley,ID83353::'..
.
.'.
,f'.,1arj' ,at ,~77..;6~60 (daytime) .' or Kare~,,'384-9l95~
(evenings).
BSUCredit in London, Ayig,ltCfn;Cologne, 1982-83.
i-;-L';;D;;;S~S;;:al:;:v~a-:;ti;-o--n"';P:;:;lan7".7".
-'"';~i-:-s.7.it-::-·
B;:;'i;;"b";';U-cal-::?::-::24-'"':.. ~hr':"'. '-r-ec--o-rd-ed--,-I
SchO~""Qt~:i_a vai lable. ".Sop~omores,.J uniors"
message376-5885. ,
.
jSeniors. Studies Abroad Office; LA 212.
.
i
'Competent, experienced typist;· Call KItty 362-0631 ~:.
Quit. wa$tingrc:ntlBuy.orlease/oplion·.
mobile
Vaun
Two front t.!=eth.·.growing
hoIIle:Easier than You think.Clln38~9132 .. ·.. '...•.."
1'ecords~-C:4pitol..Blvd.
'.. . . ..' .

.". ... :.;

The first three People to

double fcittWre~ The'SPB:

'.

ij..•.-..•.

\.

. You colil~bC a winner.

After the Boise Primer printed a guide to area bike
shops last fall, we were deluged with at least two
, requests to.reprint the guide in the spring.
.
Whatever your spring cycling needs, this updated
\guide should be of help. Bike on. Bicycle Warehouse, Store #2, 6815 Fairview Ave.
'377-2091,Store#4, 3826 W. ~tate,343-7272.0pen
10am-6pm Mon-Thurs., lOam-7pmFri., 9am-5pm
Sun. Brands: Miyata, Lotus, Windsor, SR, Mikado .
.Three and ten-speed Dikes range from $150-$1,300.
Used bikes sold. Foreign parts stocked. Tune-ups
costs $12, flats are fixed for $5.59 (includes labor .
and new tube.)
Blkes&Things,1517Vz N. 13th, 336-4796. Open
9am-6pm Mon.-Fri., 9am-5pm Sat. Brands: Sekai
and Maruishi, from single to fifteen speeds. Prices
from $139.95 upward. Used bikes sold. Some foreign
parts stocked. Bike rentals are $2 an hour or $12 a
day.
Bob's Bike Shops 3707 Overland Rd. 345-1482,
620VistaAve. 342-3881. Open 9am-6pm Mon.-FO.,
9am-5pm Sat. Brands: Centurion, KHS, Peugot.and
Mishiki. Three arid ten-speed bikes sold. Prices range
from $149 upward. Used bikes sold. Foreign parts
stocked. Tune-ups are $12.95 on up, flats are fixed
from$2.·
.
Boise Cyclery, 3131 €hinden Blvd. 344-0i71.
Open 9am·6pm Mon> Thurs., 9am-7pm Friv-Sat.
Schwinn is carried. Full range of single to fifteen
speeds sold. Prices from $169 to $549. Used bikes
sold. Foreign parts stocked, anymake repaired.
Tune-ups are $18.95, flats fixed for $2-$5.
Capitol Schwinn Cyclery, 1214 Front, 3364551.
Open lOam-5:30pm Men-Sat. Brands: Schwinn,
Peugeot, Gios, Guercioni, Mongoose, and CPX.
Full range of single to fifteen speeds. Prices from
$139.95~$2750. Used bikes sold. Foreign parts
stocked. Tune-ups are $16.95, Oats fixed for $1-$5.
The Cycle Works, 602 N. Orchard, 3434181.
Open 9am.6pm Mon.-Fri. 9am~5pm Sat. Brands:
Raleigh, UniVega, Motobecane, From single to
fifteen speeds. Prices range from $139.95-$1,300 .
...:::::'-,'\j',,;;dbikes sold. Foreign parts stocked. Tune-ups are
$15, flats are fixed for $4.
George's UghtweightCycles,1119 Broadway, .
343-3782. Open lOam-6pm Mon.-Fri., 10am-5pm
Sat. Brands: Austro-Daimler.Peugeot, Puch,
.
Colnago, and custom specialty frames. Ten' and
tW~lve-speed touring lind recreational bicycles.
Pnces range from $190 upward: Used racing bikes'
sold occasionally. Estimates- given for tune-ups or
over-hauls, flats fixed for $2. SO'with wheel, $4.50
with entire bike.
. .
.
(Continued next week ... )
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Yourrrrst interview will be with a ponce
officer, . before or after yo~ visit, the,
hospital. Next, the officers Will examine
, where' the crime' took place and collect .
evidence. 'Medical evidence .is legally
necessary for eventual prosecution, so it is
importantthat you go to a hospital. At the.
hospital you wi//have to fill out forms, and
the medical record Will be completed by a
physician -. Hospitals have rape kits solely
for testing for evidence in cases of rape.
At your request, the .. physicien Will
prescribe an anti-pregnancy medication,
known as. the '-'-mornins--after-.pill..'-'---or
diethylstibesterol
(DES), which works
Within 24 to 36 hours. A follow-up test for
venereal disease should take place 4 to 6
weeks afterwards.
The next step is prosecution, if you
decide to Press Charges. A pamphlet put out
by the U.S. Department of Justice's Office
of Justice Assistance,
Research and
Statistics states the steps to take. Entitled
"How to Protect Yourself Against Sexual
Assault," the pamphlet explains that the
victim and prosecutor have three options
after they've. reviewed the facts of the case.
"If the evidence is very good or if the'
suspect
does not plead 'guilty,
the
prosecutor may take the case to trial," it
states. "If so, you may be asked to testify
as a witness for the prosecution. The
prosecutor will probably talk to you several
times before trial to 'help you prepare. If
there are rape counselors available in the
community, they can accompany you to the
trial if you wish."
'
Next it reads, "If there is good evidence,
but perhaps not good enough to convict the
accused of rape, the prosecutor might start
a "plea negotiation." In this bargaining
process, the prosecutor agrees to charge the
rapist with a less serious crime, such as
attempted rape or assault, if the rapist
agrees to plead guilty." It continues, "That
way the prosecutor makes sure that the
suspect is convicted of a crime, even though
it is a less serious charge."
Finally, "if there is not enough legal
evidence, the" prosecutor may decide to
drop the case .. This does not mean the
prosecutor does not believe you-just that
there was not enough legal evidence to
satisfy the court requirements.
The personal effects of rape are varied.
"Victims consistently .described certain
symptoms over and over," state Ann
Wolbert
Burgess
and. Lynda
Lytle
Holmstrom, authors of Rape: Victims of
Crisis.
' The combined symptoms are known as
rape trauma syndrome.
"Rape trauma syndrome is the acute or
immediate phase of disorganization and the
long-term process of reorganization that
occurs as a result of attempted or actual
forcible rape,"
continue Burgess and
Holmstrom.
"Crisis counseling is effective With
victims developing the typical rape trauma
syndrome,"
they said. "Additional
professional help is needed for victims With
compounded reactions. And the silent rape
reaction means that counselors must be
alert to certain clues that indicate' the
possibility of rape even when the person
never initiates mention of an attack. to
Counseling from, rape crisis centers,
supportive clergy, professional counselors,
family and friends are invaluable to rape
victims for as long as is necessary or
wanted.
.
-"What
can you do?"
asks the
Department of Justice pamphlet. ·"First
show the person that you care. Give her
your support by being available to spend
time with her--havedlnner, go to a movie, ,
go shopping."
"Your friend may be afraid to be alone.
Let her talk about the crime if she Wishes.
Many women feel guilty or ashamed after a
rape. They may feel that they didn't fight
hard, enough, .. ··it continues. ""They .may
blame themselves for .being in the wrong
place at the wrong time. You should let the
victim know she did the right thing, just
what she had to do to survive."
'''One
final thing,"
the pamphlet:
=.
concludes, "It's important that the victim
contact the police and, if the rapist is
caught, that she go through With the trial,
The support of.friends and family.members:
can help her through this difficult time. to
" Rape is not an act of sex; it is an ad of.
violence,' it· is the logical extension Of
'sexism,
the most ,extreme form
ofi '.
misogyny •
. Rape' a~ness
is growing, but rape
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.:W()rrten;s"Slielte~totich~
uPon' conirib~t~
ingfaetors ••:th'e.eroDomy, .socializationof
yoting people, the stereotypical sex roles,
still reinforced, that create chaos and havoc'.
when challenged or negated by real life'
situations becausereal people do not fit the
myths.
'
People need to become more' aware,
more educated to the causes and effects of
.rape: for individual victims and for society
as a whole.
Respect for humankind on a broad level,
. and more close to horne-each other ..
VilIification does not cure, it prolongs.
. Step by step; law enforcement judicial
responsiveness must improve, crisis s~rvices
'need to be available, rape must be
recognized for what it is, an act of violence.
Special thanks to Laura X,' Executive
Director of the National Clearinghouse on
Marital Rape (NCOMR) for her help and
perspective, Write to NCOMR c/o the

TheL'niversltv -"t'"'J.
1'JJ() L'''il't'fli~y t», Boise.Ll)
8372.('
' .
The' lJni\'ersil)"
~ews is
published weekly by the
students of Boise State
University. Contributions
and adverrising aresoucucd:
the editors reserve all rights.
Offices are located on the
2nd noorofthcSUB.
Hours
R:JO to 5:00 Monday through
Friday. J85·1464 ..
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We'll be raffling
500 T-shirts, that ISExpo '82. Just bring
them off at Co\\ege
nter the raff\e.
this form to 'o~r ~agr~~':?F~~~~~~~rda\e,
March 17-20,
The good times 5 arc-h 22-26.
D-ovtnna
Beach, tv1
tor our Seven and _
and ....,.~ .. e on down and en -' ~tha free Sevell
SOcom
ld wa\k away WI .
Seven 500. You ,cou
and Seven T-shl~t.
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